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TSG
BRAND GUIDELINES
REVENUE MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS

RUNNING YOUR GYM
SHOULDN’T BE A WORKOUT
BRAND STORY

Almost a quarter century ago, we began forming partnerships with health and
fitness club owners to grow their businesses by managing, engaging, and retaining
their valued members. Today, TSG’s gym management software solutions, combined
with our billing and payments technology, now serve over 4 million customers across
4 continents.
We offer solutions for any size club or membership-based business, and now we are
proud to be serving even more partners throughout the United States.
The strength and staying power of a brand is vital to the success of every organization.
A company’s brand is there for every touchpoint along the customer journey and
guides the way an organization is perceived in the market. A brand is far more than a
logo or colors. It is a promise, a culture, an identity. A memorable brand stays
top-of-mind with consumers, and when presented properly, a great brand creates
valuable brand evangelists.

When we set out to create the initial brand identity for TSG, we had three goals: Make
it memorable. Makeit market relevant. Make it timeless.
With these goals in mind, we focused on creating a logo and brand identity that
would honor the heritage and history of the organization in the global market, while
also developing a contemporary, tech-forward, global brand that is on par with the
ever-evolving health and fitness market and an industry leader in an increasingly
frictionless economy.

TSG
BRAND SUCCESS
NEW ERA

The software industry is ever evolving to accomplish new
techniques. TSG’s brand keeps with the brand guidelines
used in the modern age of technology design.
- Color gradient used in main brand
- Based around a square format
- Colors used represent the software industry
- Typography used is a sans serif, modern use of fonts to
show off the brand
- Bold and regular font used throughout
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LOGO CONSTRUCTION
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LOGO CONSTRUCTION
LOGO OUTLINE

Open Section
Square Outline

- organized business
- proper information

- The surrounding square shows the order within TSG’s
software to give each client the proper information they
need to run their business.
- The square is not fully complete, symbolizing the
opportunities to diversify and grow TSG’s global
footprint across multiple sectors.
- Organizing the TSG letters using lines symbolizes the
symmetry and balance used throughout your business.
- The condensed typography outlines the tightly knitted
process developed for each client.
- Modern design aspects are shown mainly in the color
palette, using them within a gradient. Gradients show an
ever growing persona to the TSG brand, excelling to new
heights in the business.
- The brush effect outlined in the square gives creativity
to the ideas that are continuously being executed in your
company.
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- potiential
- future updates

Separation Lines
- symmetry
- balance
- multitude of services

Condensed Typography
- unique process
- tightly organized
- stature to the TSG brand

TSG

FINAL LOGO
PRIMARY LOGO

The final logo is created to unite the global
brand that is TSG.
TSG has deep domain expertise in consumer
engagement software and billing & payment
processing services. We are committed to
developing the best solutions for our global
partners, and delivering the best experience
possible for their members. Our dedication to
evolving our technology and finding the best
solution for our partners means that we can
tailor our software to fit the needs of any
membership-based business.

TSG

FRESH GREEN
#39B54A
SHADOW BLUE
#241F55

OSWALD | REGULAR | primary
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQq
RrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
KARLA | REGULAR | secondary
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
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ACCEPTED VARIATIONS
& PATTERNS
CONSISTENCY IS KEY

TSG
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LOGO RESTRICTIONS

TSG

CONSISTENCY IS KEY

SAFE ZONE
The TSG logo is designed so as to “float” over
the selected background. No other items or
shapes should be encompassing the zone outlined.
MINIMAL SIZE
The TSG logo should never be reproduced at a
size smaller than 1 inch when printed out and 1
pixel on the web, in order to maintain it’s quality and it’s appearance.
SIZING
The sizing of the TSG logo shall always be respected and never distorted. The central
shape, from time to time, can be enlarged but
never altered.
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PRINT

WEB
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1 inch

1 pixel
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LOGO RESTRICTIONS

1.

CONSISTENCY IS KEY
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2.
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3.

TSG

1. Do not stretch or alter the proportion of the
crest in any way.
2. Do not use any other font besides Oswald
Regular
3. Do not use any effect on the logo (shadow,
outline, etc.)
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6.

TSG

4. Do not add any transparency layers on the
logo.

5. Do not turn or incline the logo off of it’s
original axis.
6. Do not crop any part of the logo. It should
always be kept fully visible.
7. Do not remove any part of the logo.
8. Do not display the logo as outlined shapes.
9. Do not alter any colors of the logo

7.
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8.

9.
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BRAND EMPHASIS
TONE OF VOICE

Our dedication to establishing meaningful
relationships and delivering a world class
technology solution for our customers is core
to the TSG brand. With that in mind, the tone of
voice should be conversational, yet confident to
match the contemporary, tech-forward, and
customer-centric identity of the global TSG
brand. It is important to emphasize the value of
partnership with our clients to reinforce client
centricity and approachability. It is also
important that the tone of voice remain
confident and professional, to assert trust and
authority - which is important for a company
handling finances.
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TSG
RUNNING YOUR GYM
SHOULDN’T BE A WORKOUT
TSG is a leading revenue management
solutions company with deep domain
expertise in the global fitness and health
club industry.

LEARN MORE

BRAND CAPABILITY
KEY MESSAGING

HERITAGE
Almost a quarter century ago we began forming partnerships
with health and fitness club owners to grow their businesses
by managing, engaging, and retaining their valued members.
Today, our gym management software, combined with our
billing and payments technology solutions, serve over 4
million consumers on 4 continents. We offer solutions for
any size business in the global health and fitness industry.
NOT ONE-SIZE FITS ALL
We have a solution for every size of club and studio. We are
not one-size fits all and our software solutions can be tailored
to meet the needs of any health club, gym, or membership-based business.
WE ARE TECH FORWARD
We are committed to constantly upgrading our technology
to meet our clients’ needs and to integrating with
best-of-class technology providers to deliver a total solution

